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Abstract. The relations between two different approaches to program and compiler specification, 
i.e. attribute gr I~FYS and computational models are considered. Constructions are given which 
transform attr&te grammars into semantically equivalent computational models. It enables one 
to use the algorithms of structural synthesis for generating effective attribute evaluation programs. 
As an example, the implementation of the semantics of programming languages by means of the 
NUT-system is described. 
Deransart and Maluszynski have demonstrated that attribute grammars and logic 
programs are closely related [4]. The aim of the present paper is to discuss the 
relationships between two approaches to program and compiler specification and 
implementation: the method of semantic attributes and the structural synthesis of 
programs. 
The idea of logic programming concerns computing relations specified by logic 
formulas. Logic programming is often considered as programming in PROLOG 
which w~kh in a first order predicate calculus. In this paper we describe an 
alternative logic Frogramming system, conceptually based on the intuitionistic 
propositional calculus. This system is named NUT and has been developed at the 
Institute of Cybernetics of the Estonian cademy of Sciences. The system runs 
under the o~rating systems CP/M and Unix. 
The NUT system is the most advanced representative ofthe family of p 
systems called PRIZ. This family includes systems PRIZ ES, Solver, 
ExpertPRIZ, NUT etc., which have been developed in the last 15-20 years. All these 
systems support a knowledge-based programming style and they are successfully 
used to solve engineering problems and in scientific investi ations of artificial 
intelligence. PRIZ-systems are known as A 
Knowledge-based programming can be b 
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- using a knowledge base for accumulating useful concepts. 
In the PRIZ systems these conditions are satisfied by combining conventional 
programming techniques with automatic synthesis of programs from specifications. 
Mints and Tyugu have proved that the method for synthesis of programs used in 
PRIZ systems is complete and every partially recursive function can be synthesized 
[Ill. In this article the usage of computational models and structural synthesis of 
programs for compiler specification and implementation is discussed. 
The paper is built up in the following way. We begin with a brief survey of 
knowledge representation by computational models and problem solving when 
structural synthesis of programs is used. The inference rules for synthesis presented 
in this paper provide the automatic generation of recursive programs. 
Section 3 gives notions concerning attribute grammars. The concept of relational 
attribute grammars (RAG) is investigated in more detail. In Section 3.2, we introduce 
partial RAG which defines effective algorithms for evaluation of attributes. 
In Section 4, dynamic implementation of partial RAG is considered. We give the 
construction of a computational model equivalent to some attribute model of a 
program. 
Relational attribute grammars do not establish a deterministic process for attribute 
evaluation. In Sections 5 and 6 we study functional attribute grammars which make 
it possible to compute attribute values in a deterministic way. The building of a 
computational model for specification and automatic implementation of semantics 
of a language is also considered. 
In the last section we discuss a metalanguage for grammar definition and summa- 
rize the dynamic and static implementation of the semantics of a language by means 
of the NUT system. 
PRIZ systems are based on the idea that a program should explicitly state what 
properties the desired result is required to exhibit but does not state how the desired 
result is to be obtained. To describe requirements for results of a program, logic 
formulas as a programming language can be used. Unlike PROLOG, structural 
synthesis of programs uses propositional calculus for this purpose. (A more detailed 
comparison of the PRIZ and PROLOG systems can be found in [12]). Here the 
so-called computability statements are used like Horn clauses in PROLOG. In our 
case, only propositional formulas of the following two different forms are considered: 
(1) Unconditional computability statement 
~-A,&-dkA~-d 
or ir a shorter way 
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or in a shorter way 
l-(/i-+ B)-+ (C-+ D). (2) 
From the logical point of view, these formulas are implications. The propositional 
variables that the computability statements contain are usually interpreted in the 
following way. Variable A (resp. B, X, Y, A,, AZ,. . . ) expresses the computability 
of the value of the object presented by a (resp. b, x, y, a,, a2,. . .). It means that 
variable A (resp. I?, X, Y, A,, AZ, . . .) is true if object a (resp. b, x, y, aI, a2, . . .) 
is computable or already has a value. 
From the computationaf point of view statements (I) and (2) give a partial order 
to compute the values of involved objects. At the same time, these formulas do not 
refer to the way valuec are obtained for the objects. In order to evaluate the objects 
completely, formunas (1) and (2) have to be expanded by function names that realize 
these computations. Thus, statements (1) and (2) must be written as follows 
and 
t--A-B 
.I‘ (3) 
I-(A-+ B)-+(C--+ 
F(R) D)’ (4) R 
where f and F are function symbols and g denotes a list of function symbols 
BI U.9.‘09 &* 
Relation (3) means that computability of some objects a, 9 a2 9 . . . 9 ak implies 
computability of object b by function (program) _f: In other words, for any given 
values of objects a, 9 a?, . . . f ak, the value of object b can be computed and 
b -f‘(a, 9 a2,. . . 9 ali). Statement (4) expresses functional dependencies of higher 
order (function F uses functions g, 9 gz, . . . , g,,, as arguments). The computability 
of object d kpends on the computability of c, , c2, . . . 9 c, under the condition that 
there exist functiohs gi (i = 2, . _ o 9 m), for computing object bi from ai, 9.. . , a+ If 
A(t) denotes the statement that t is the proper value of object a, we can express 
the meaning of (3) and (4) in a formal way: 
A-43 e (W)(A(t) ---* W(O)) 
and 
(A-B)-,(C- 
R F(g) D, 
* O%W~ As) -+ W(s))) ---, ( w3~) --+ mm t))>)* 
. A computational mode/ is a set of corn utability statements of for 
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is art-an and if t 
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computational modei describes some real object or phenomenon via its inner 
relations between its structural components. 
Usually a computational problem can be formulated as: “Knowing values of 
objects x1, . . . , x,, compute the value of y, so that conditions S, , . . . , S,. are satisfied.” 
If these conditions are simttlated by computational model S, then the problem can 
be solved by such a function f that the sequent 
s-x+ Y 
Ax.f 
i9 
from the computability 
of form A(t) t- A(t) by 
is valid. All PRIZ systems derive sequent (5) automatically 
statements of model S and from the so-called logic axioms 
means of the following inference rules: 
(1) Elimination of computability statement (implication) 
t-A+ B;x~Ai(a;) (i=1,2,...,k) 
.f 
D-B($(a,,a~..,ad) l 
(2) Elimination of condition 
(+4 
&b B)* (t? 
t? 
zD);C~Cj(cj) (j=l,...,k);Ai~Bi(bi) (i=l,***,l) 
[A+,- B1+,3,*.*S&?, - B ~3,C~DiFih~,.b,,...,Aa,b,,g,+,,...,rc,,c,,...,ck)) 
R/+1 &I 
c-+-3 
where ii is a list of propositional variables from Ai. 
(3) Introduction of a computability statement (implication) 
AWL.. , 4 t- Wh, a~,. -. 9 ad) 
t--A-B 9 
Aa.f 
(-+‘) 
where a=a ,,..., ak. 
(4) Introduction of recursion 
Formula t(g, a) in the rule (Ret) denotes a term with a free variable a and a free 
functional variable g. Symbol pg(a).t denotes the operator of recursion and it 
suggests that function g is determined by the equation g(a) - t(g, 1). We call these 
four inference rules shown above the Structural Synthesis Rules (SSR). 
utational model S contain one statement 
(g) is a function with the following property 
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Fig. 1. 
(axioms) 
t--b-- 1 
( Ret 1 
The derivation of the sequent S I- N +An.g F is shown in Fig. 1. Considering the 
meaning of functional E_C, we shall get the recursive program to compute n !: 
g(n)=ifn=Othenn*g(n-1)fi. 
Pt is shown in [3] and [l4] that if n and r denote the number of unconditional 
and the number of conditional computability statements, respectively, the following 
estimations to time complexity of structural synthesis of programs are valid. If there 
are only unconditional statements in model S, then every sequent (5) is derivable 
in time a( n 3. Otherwise, the synthesis of a program is completed in time O(n?). 
2. The SSR rules described above allow the synthesis of recursive pro- 
grams. There are some other options of SSR rules used in PRIZ systems. These 
options permit the synthesis of programs with some special properties. It is interesting 
to compare .he deductive power of different modifications of the SSR rules and 
some classical logic calculus. For example, the inference rules presented in [ 1 l] are 
equivalent t.. the intuitionistic propositional calculus. In [9] another- modification 
of the SSR rules is introduced which is complete in modal logic S4. 
The SSR rules used in this paper represent the method for constructing 
a program simultaneously with the proof (derivation of sequent (5)). In fact, the 
PRIZ systems work in another way: at first the proof of the existence of a solution 
to the problem is found (i.e. the system derives sequent t-X -+ U) and after that a 
required program is extracted from the derivation tree (i.e. the proof of formula 
I-X + Y is transformed into the derivation of sequent I--X --+~.~..f Y). 
Attribute grammars (A 
tion of formal languages 
devoted to the attribute evaluation problem. At the same time some modifications 
and extensions of AG have been introduced. To consider different classes of AG 
studied in this paper, we start with as general a definition of AG as possible (we 
shall obtain the class of grammars considerably larger than the AG introduced 
originally by Knuth). We shall use some additionaa restrictions to this general 
framework of AG to define more limited gramn.ars. Thus, we begin with the concept 
of relational attribute grammar (RAG) introduced for the first time in [2]. 
3.1. Relational attribute grammars 
We use the notion of a context-free grammar (CF-grammar) G = ( T, N, P, SO), 
where T is the terminal alphabet, N is the nonterminal alphabet, P is the finite set 
of syntax rules (productions), and SO E N is the start symbol of grainmar G. We 
assume that N n T =0 and the union V= N u T is called the alphabet of the 
grammar. Let L(G) denote the CF-language generalized by the CF-grammar G. 
A production p E P can be represented as an elementary tree with 
n0 
,//\ i 
nodes n, , . . . , nnlp labelled by symbols from K Rook no is labelled by a nonterminal 
symbol. Let L(n) express a label of a node n. For brevity, we represent the 
prodclctions in the form X0* X, . . . XmP, where Xi is the label of node ni, i.e. 
L(n,)=Xi (i=O, l,..., m,). 
Every syntax tree, valid in the CF-grammar G, may be uniquely partitioned into 
elementary trees corresponding to the appropriate production from l? The set of 
elementary trees of tree t will be denoted by E(t). 
Let N(t) denote a set of nodes of a tree t. For instance, the set of nodes of 
production p is N(p) = (no, n,, . . . , n,,}. 
To assign semantic values to the nodes of syntax trees, the set of attribute symbols 
A(X) is associated with every symbol X from alphabet V. An attribute a E A(X) 
expresses a value from the semantic domain Da, called type of the attribute a. The 
variable a,,, where a E A(X) and X is the label of the node n E N(t), is called an 
instance (or an occurrence) of attribute a in tree t. The domain of the attribute 
instance a, is Let A(t) denote the set of all attribute instances of tree t. If no 
ambiguity exists, we will use notion ax besides a,,. We shall use words “attributes 
of tree t” when we mean attribute instances of tree t. 
Let us associate with every production p E P a relation 
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itis A relational attributegrammar (RAG) is a triplet 59 = (6. A, R) where: 
(1) G = (T: IV, P, SO) is a CF-grammar; 
(2) -4 a family of finite sets of attributes { 
(3) R a family of semantic rules {R,},, ,=. 
For every elememary tree r which is isomorphic to production p, we can derive 
from rule (6) an isomorphic semantic rule 
bY substituting all the node symbols ni in (6) with isomorphic symbols ni E N(r). 
By such replacements we derive the semantic rule R, for every elementary tree 
rE E( t j. The semantics of the syntax tree t is determined by the system of relations 
Y(t)= u R,.. (7) 
KC(t) 
A mapping (may be partial) that associates attributes of a tree t with some values 
ir the corresponding semantic domains, is called a valuation of a tree t. A valuation 
is valid iff every semantic rule R, (r E E(t)) is valid under this valuation. A syntax 
tree with a valid valuation is called a decorated tree. 
Let t be a decorated syntax tree of the word v E L(G). Then the values of attributes 
of root are treated as semantics of the word v. 
3.2. Partial RAGS 
To obtain some valid valuation for a syntax tree is a rather complicated task. In 
the general ca’s:, there is no unique valid valuation of the syntax tree and the process 
of computing of attributes is nondeterministic. In this section we investigate restric- 
tions on RAlG that allow a valid valuation of the tree to be obtained e 
We start wth the concept of partial relation [161(. Let us consider a relation 
R(%&,~**, x,) mat binds the variables X, , x2, . . . , & with their domains 
s,,J?X~,..., DsY,,, respectively. For brevity, we denote tuple (x1, x2, . . . , x,,) as a 
single variable x, i.e. the relation represented as R(x). Let u, v be tuples of variables 
and u c x, z s x. Relation R(x) determines a mapping (generally one-to-many 
mapping): 
4JR - D,, -+ LB,, .u.v l 
that associates 3 given value _u of M with such values _u of v which satisfy the relation 
R. In other words 
~R.u,v:!!~ = {Y 1% E R I! E C, E C_ d- 
The set of induced mappings pR_u.U represents potential 
values of any variable ti E x. 
Actual computing of vahres according to 
some classes of relations. Thus we s 
VR *WV. e call such map ings, operators. T 
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of assignments Vi :=J( UT, U2, . . . , Ul) (i = 1,2, . . . 9 I). Another restriction set to the 
relation is the consistency of its operators: the values computed to variables by the 
operator have to be independent of the order of applying its component assignments. 
For example, the following two assignments y := 2x + 1 and x := (y - 1)/2 are con- 
sistent and so the can constitute a relation. But assignments y := 2x + 1 and x := 
2y - 1 are not consisistent. 
nition 3.2. A relation R(X) that can by represented by a consistent set of operators 
is called a partial relation. 
The detailed survey of the properties of partial relations can be found in [16]. 
Let us mention here only that in some cases the representation of a partial relation 
via a set of operators is not confusing. For instance, every relation R(x) represented 
by an algebraic equation xi = Fi( X1, x2, . . . ) x,) = 0 is a partial relation. If the 
equation has a unique solution with respect o all variables x1, x2, . . . , x,, then 
the equation defines functions Xi = &(X1, . . . , xi-l, x1+, , . . . , x,,) and relation 
R(x) can be expressed by the set @ = {cp}. Here the operator q = 
1 xi=Fi(x* ,..., xi_1,xi+1,..., x&=1,2 ,..., n}. There are intrinsic ways to find 
a set of operators corresponding to a relation, when the relation is originally 
represented as a table, graph etc. 
nition 3.3. RAG 59 = (G, A, R) is called partial RAG iff every semantic ;-ule from 
family R is a partial relation. 
Example 3.4. Let us consider a simple language for a specification language of 
electrical circuits. The syntax of the language is presented by the following produc- 
tions. 
pl: S --, resistor (Pars) 
p2: S ---* par (S, S) 
p3: S ---* ser (S, S) 
p4: Pars - Par 
p5: Pars * Fars; Par 
p6: Par ---* P = (number) 
p7: Par --) i = (number) 
p8: Par ---, u = (number) 
Production pl defines a pnrase to describe a single res istor, productions p2 and p3 
determine phrases for presenting a parallel and a serial connections of less circuits, 
respectively. Productions p4-p8 describe how to express parameters (resistance, 
g*msrrmnj a.+,+ vo!tage) of some elements of the circuit. c UI I Y1&& LLrau 
The scheme shown in Fig. 2 has the following specification in this language. 
a~~re$istQ~~r = 2; i = 0.5), resistor( r = 2)) 1 
e sentences, we associate attributes 
ote the parameters of the correspon 
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Fig. 2. 
R,, = ho = ~3, ino = ins, U,,O = un3 9 ino = w,o~,o~ 
R p3 = {rno= r,,3+r,,5, Lo= L3, ino= ins, SO= u,&u,s, LO= u,o/T,~o~ 
R p4 = {~o=r,,, ko= in,, uno= ud; 
R pi = Rp4 TV i rno = m3, iFlo = in3, uno = w,d: 
R p6 = { rno = (number)}; 
Rp7 = ( in0 = (number)}; 
R p8 = { unO = (number)}. 
All the semantic rules can be transformed into a consistent set of operators as 
described above. Thus, we have designed a partial RAG. 
The parsing trze t of text (8) is represented in Fig. 3. The unique possible valuation 
of this tree is comnuted from the system of algebraic equat’ans Y(t). In Fig. 4, the 
sparse (or abstract) syntax tree is depicted (the nodes without attributes are omitted). 
The nodes oi ti e tree are denoted by their labels, the productions used in the nodes 
n3s/gy 
(pl) r=l,1=l,u=l 
I *'=iF (DZ) r=1,1=l,u=l 
(pl) r=Z, 1=0,5, U=l (pl) r=Z,l=O,S,U=I 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
are written in parentheses. The node numbers typed in italics will be used in the 
last section of the paper. 
The demand for consistency of relations does not guarantee unambiguity of the 
system of relations. Let us see, for example, a partial RAG with syntax rules @ : S + K 
and 4: K + b, where S and K are nonterminal symbols and 6 is a terminal symbol. 
All attributes are of numeric type and their values are defined by the relations 
Rp=bS=YK,wbk=1h R, = ix, = zb, zb+yK = 01. 
The semantics of the only syntax tree of this grammar have to be gained as a 
solution of the following system of equations 
a =Y, x+y=l, z=x, z+y=o. 
As the system is inconsistent, the syntax tree cannot be decorated. 
Partial RAG is inconsistent iff there exists a syntax tree t with a 
contradictory system of semantic rules Y’(t). Otherwise a grammar is called consistent. 
e consistency of semantics of problem-oriented languages in physics, geometry 
etc. is frequently implied by the compatibility of underlying models used in the 
corresponding field. This is also valid for the language of electric circuits in Example 
3.4. In the general case, the task of ascertaining the consistency of the partial RAG 
is very complicated. 
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struction which transforms semantic rules of any syntax tree into an c;quivalent 
computational model. 
. Given d partial G % = (G, A, R) and syntax tree t valid in the 
CF-grammar G, one can construct a compututional model M(t) defined by the 
following two rules. 
(1) To every attribute instance w E (t), a propositional variable W expressing 
the computability of variable MI should be attached. 
(2) For every operator cp E Y(t) in the form 
computability statements 
Wil&Wiz&**m& Will7 Wi (i=1,2,...,kj 
I 
should be introduced to model M(t). 
Let X = {x,, x2,. . -.x,1 and Y=(Y,,Y~,-- . , y,} be sets of attribuks of tree t. 
The sets of propositional symbols X = {X,, X2,. . . , X,} and Y = { Y,, Y2,. . . , Y,} 
are associated with the elements of sets X and Y by Construction 4.1. Let us presume 
that variables from X have values x7 E D-xi. We shall say that a set of attributes Y 
can be evaluated from set X if there is a valid valuation # of syntax tree t, such 
that @(Xi) = X-T and +(yi) = ~7 E Dyj for every i = 1,2,. . . , m and j = 1,2,. . . , I. The 
fact ichat all elements of set X have values, is expressed by the sequent X I- X(x*), 
where x*=(x?,x~,..., x2). Let us expand the computational model as follows 
lK~(t)=l-~(t)v{%----+ 
select, 
Xjli=l,Z ,..., m}, 
where select; is a selector function which computes the ith component of the 
argument. 
.2. Let t be a syntax tree for some consistent partial 6. A set of attributes 
Y can be computed from a set X ifl the statement 
is derivable on the computational model (t) bar the 
. Formula t- -+h_y.F Y, where F=(f,, f2*. . ,,fi), is e 
statements t-X *hx,fj Yj. It suffices t0 ShOW that t 
(t) for every i= ,2,. . . ,I. %n or 
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Firstly, if yi E X (i.e. there exists such j, that yi = xj), then 
is valid iff Xj I- Yi(XF). Thus we shall have thd derivation 
Xj = Yi. This equation 
t--k-Y. J 
hxT.l(xT) 
Symbol I denotes the identity function, and the condition selecti = $ is taken 
into account when the inference rule (+‘) is used. 
In the rest of the proof we assume that using no more than n - 1 assignments 
wo:=f( w,, wz, . . . , w,) E 9’(t), one can compute variables zl, z2, . . . , z, c A(t) from 
a set X ifi formulas k + x_gi Zi are provable on model Mx( t). It means that the 
sequents 2 t- Zi(gi(Z”)) (i = 1,2,. . . , u) can be proven as well. An attribute yi can 
be computed from X (via z,, . . . , z,) iff the set of operators ;c/‘( t) contains 
an assignment yi =f(z, , z2 f . . . , a,) and there exists a corresponding 
computability statement in model A&(t). Using rule (-+-j. the sequent 
X I- 5(f(g,(x”), . . . , g,(x*)) can be derived that implies 1-2 +nx_fi Y by ihe rule 
(-+‘). cl 
By Theorem 4.2 j-je arrive at a conclusion that the algorithms of structural synthesis 
of programs permit consistent partial RAG to be implemented. In the case where 
X = 0 and Y = A(t), we can obtain the corresponding decorated syntax tree using 
the SSR rules. 
Let us denote by no the maximum number of nodes in productions and by wrO 
the maximum number of attributes of one symbol X E K Then the computatitinal 
model Mti( P) = M( t) contains k < nornon computability statements, where n is the 
number of nodes in tree t. Taking into account that model M(t) includes only 
unconditional statements, we conclude that any syntax tree can be decorated by the 
algorithms of structural synthesis of programs in linear time, O(n). 
unc 
RAG is a purely declarazive formalism to attach semantics to words of a CF- 
languag:. It describes attribute evaluation in a nondeterministic way. Only some 
that allow a deterministic scheme to be used for attribute 
the rest of the paper we examine a class 
te gra ars, a e of its subclasses. 
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In the following, we assume that for all X E V, the set of attributes A(X) is 
partitioned imo nonintersecting sets I(X) (inherited attributes) and S(X) (synthe- 
sized attributes) so that S(X) u Z(X) = A(X). This splitting of attributes induces a 
splitting of attribute instances of the production rule p : X0 ---, X,X2 . . . Xn into input 
and outpu: attributes 
and 
nition 5.8. A functional attribute grammar (FAG) is a partial RAG with the 
following two additional conditions: 
(1) For every symbol X E V there is a splitting of the set of attributes 
inherited and synthesized attributes (resp. I(X) and S(X)) such that A( X ) = S(X) u 
I(X); 
(2) Every semantic rule R, = { @, , Q2, . . . , @,l} contains, for every attribute a E 
Output(p), one operator in the form 
where x,, x2,. . . , x, E A(p). 
From the definition it is clear that in the case of FAG there is exactly one 
assignment in the set Y(t) for computing the value of any attribute instance. 
Consequent1 :I, if there are no circular dependencies between attributes of a syntax 
tree, then values of all attribute instances are uniquely determined. Conventionally, 
these F/&r?. icre called well-defined. 
To describe ckular dependency of attributes in a formal way, the relation of 
dependency -, will be useful. We shall say that attribute y of tree t (directly) 
depends on attribute x if there is an assignment y := f ( . . . , x, . . . ) irr system 9’(t). 
There is a 5rcular dependency between attributes of tree t if x +r x is valid for 
some attribute x E A(t). The notation -+, + is used here for a transitive closure of i3~ 
dkect dependency relation. FAG is well-defined iff in the underlying grammar there 
is no such syntax tree t such that x +t x is true for some x E A(t). 
Well-definedness of FAG can be dynamically checked (separately with respect 
to every syntax tree) in linear time. Indeed, if the computational model (t) for 
a syntax tree t is built using Construction 4.1, a for ula I-- jF P is derivable where 
P denotes computability of all attributes of tree t. y Theorem 4.2 it is possible i 
tree t can be decorated. In the case of FAG it means that there is no circular 
dependency between attributes of As stated at the en last section, every 
computational problem on model (t) is solvable in li 
Let us note that the requirement to co 
a ears to be quite stron 
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semantics of a syntax tree, it is enough to find only synthesized attributes of the 
root. Thus, in this context we shall use a similar but less restrictive concept of 
well-definechess: synthesized attributes of the root of a syntax tree cannot depend 
on the attributes being in circular dependency relation. Formally, FAG is (unconven- 
tionally) well-defined if there are no attributes w and s (w being an arbitrary attribute 
of tree t and s a synthesized attribute of the root) such that w +F s and w + t w 
are simultaneously valid. We shall denote by WAG the corresponding class of AG. 
It is well known from [7] that the task of checking whether an AG belongs to WAG 
has intrinsically exponential time complexity. Thus, a constructing compiler by FAG 
also demands exponential time. In practice, some subclasses of FAG are used, the 
well-definedness of which can be tested in polynomial time. The least restricted of 
such subciasses are called absolutely noncircular attribute grammars (ANCAG). In 
order to consider this class of AG we introduce some preliminary concepts. 
We begin with making the splitting of a set of attributes A(X) more precise, Let 
us consider pairs of informatically dependent attributes of a symbol X. These pairs 
form a so-called set of Input/Output attributes (I/O-attributes) ZZ(X) = 
{(ZI 3 SJ, * l * 3 ( Zk, Sk>}. Suppose that Z(X) = I, u . . . u Zk and S(X) = S, u l l l u Sk, 
and Sr,..., Sk are mutually nonintersecting sets. 
It is clear that generally all synthesized attributes of a node X of a syntax tree t 
depend on some inherited attributes of tb Iis node and on the structure of subtree 
tX rooted at node X (because the structure of the subtree determines the used 
semantic rules). The set of I/O-attributes is defined so that for every pair (1, S) E 
ZZ( X), every attribute s E S can be computed from attributes ir , iz, . . . _ i,, E Z 
independently of subtree t*‘. In other words, for any s E S and i E Z there exists a 
tree ?” in the grammar so that the relation i +,N s is satisfied. 
Note, that the algorithms with polynomial time complexity for constructing pairs 
of I/O-attributes are discovered [l, 131. 
By given splittings II(X) of attributes of all X E V, a strategy for attribute 
evaluation of any syntax tree will be introduced. Formally, the attribute evaluation 
strategy is a sequence H = (h, , h, , . I . , h,), where every element hi points out some 
attributes in the syntax tree computable in ith step. Among others, the strategy of 
visits is most frequently applied [5]. 
Let X be an internal node of syntax tree t and let us consider subtree tX rooted 
at node X, separating it from the rest of tree 1. The remaining part is also a tree, 
which we denote by TX. When the strategy of visits is used, the evaluation of 
attributes is organized as follows. First of all the possible attributes of tree TX are 
evaluated. Let J, be the set of attributes of node X evaluated in doing so. The 
properties of FAG imply that J, 2 Z(X). In the second step on the subtrae tX some 
synthesized attibutes RI of node X are computed from values of .Z,, or as it is 
usually called, the visit [X : JB -+ R,] is paid to the subtree tX. The next step of the 
ation of attribute evaluation on tree TX. Let .Z2 denote all 
a visit [X : J7 - 
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until all attributes of tree l (or at least attributes of the root) are comnuted and so 
the semantics of the tree is obtained. 
The visit strategy svhere all subtrees rooted at the node labelled by X are visited 
by [X : J - R] and !J, R) E n(X), is called H-stabile visit strategy. 
of visit strategy 1 sy esis of S 
Let us expand the dependercy relation ---, 7.v defined on the set of attributes of 
tree T *. Determine the extended relation + Tx in such a way that x ==&-x y is valid 
iff x -TX y or in the underlying visit strategy, there exists a visit [X : 
subtree t* so that x E J and y E R. 
Semantics of the syntax tree t is computable by a given visit strategy iff the two 
following conditions are satisfied. 
( 1) All visits [X : J --, R] to subtree t * imposed by the strategy have to be solvable. 
(2) There are no circular dependencies on set A( T * ) in respect of relation *TX. 
Above we saw how to simulate the dependency relation 3, by an unconditiona! 
computability statement. In the following, feasibility of the visit [X : J -+ R] is 
simulated by the conditional computability statement 
t- & x(MJ(tK)t-T&j~~R)j(T&~- 
f”ETr 
R) 
visitl g ) 
(9 
where Tr” is the set of subtrees of the grammar with root X and the propositional 
variable T c-ipresses computability (or existence) of a syntax tree. 
Let M *( TX ) be a computational model obtained from the model M( T * ) by 
adding the statements (9) to it. The extended model M*( T * ) tlrrns out to be suitable 
for testing \-Thether semantics of a tree t is computable by the given visit strategy. 
For this purpose one must derive the formula 
where S denotes computability of synthesized attributes S of the root of tree t. 
Let us suppose that attributes from set S can be evaluated without visits to subtree 
!*. By Theorem 4.2 this is possible iff formula (10) is derivable on model 
M”( TX) by means of the SSR rules (+-) and ( +‘). If during attribute 
the usage of visit [X : J -+ R] is required, then and only then must the computability 
statement (9) and the SSR rule (+ --) be used in the derivation of statement (10). 
Rule (+--) can be applied if it premises T, .! k- R (g( t, j)) are derivable on alli 
models ( t” ), where t ’ E Tr*. The latter is possible if for all trees lx, condition 
(1) from the beginning of this section is satisfied, or if 
condition for usability of the visit strategy is e 
The function visit in formula (9) 
rove the followi 
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Theorem 6.1. Operator s l .= f ( t ) computes the semantics of syntax tree t ( i.e. synthesized 
attributes of the root) ifion the computing model .?W*( T x ) formula (10) is derivable 
using the SSR inference rules. 
Up to now we have considered visit strategy in the case where a syntax tree was 
partitioned into two parts. Actually, both trees tX and T x can be divided in turn. 
Such a splitting of the syntax tree t can be continued up to elementary trees r E E(t). 
Simultaneously, to make the splitting described above finer, we “‘make tiarrble visits 
finer” as well. Therefore, a visit [X : 9 -+ R] paid to the elementary tree 
* . X 
rA\ 
x, x* . . . xn 
is implemented by a program compounded from the assignment operators corre- 
sponding to the semantic rule R, and from calls to the subtrees txl, tXZ, . . . , tX”. 
As every elementary tree of a syntax tree t is isomorphic to some production rule, 
conditions (11) and (2 j of usefulness of the visit strategy can be reformulated as 
restrictions to attributes of single productions. We shall see further, these restrictions 
are satisfied for absolutely noncircular attribute grammars. 
Let us denote by +, a binary relation on attributes of production 
p:xo-*x,xz... Xn, i.e. a union of relation *,., and the set ((i, s) 1 i E I, s E S, 
(I,S)EI~(X;) and i>O}. 
efinition 6.2. A FAG % is called absolutely noncircular attributegrammar (ANCAG) 
if for every production p E P there is no attribute w E A(p) that, together with 
w +p* s, is valid, w +p’ w where s E S(X,). 
Let us see how to build the computational model M( 3) which allows the SSR 
rules to be used to check whether AG belongs to the class ANCAG and at the 
same time to synthesize a semantic processor by visit strategy. Model &I( %) appears 
to be a generalization of computational models M*( T x ) and I& ( t*’ ) and corre- 
sponds to the complete splitting of syntax trees. 
Given a FAG %’ = (G, A, R) and the splitting of attributes n(X) 
the computational model M( 9) will be constructed by the following 
conditions: 
(1) For every production p: . . . X,,, the computational model M(p) 
should be constructed corresp conditions (l.l)-(1.3). 
sitional variabie ShO 
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(1.2) For every operator w0 :=f( w, , w2, . . . , w,,) E R, the computability 
statement 
should be added into model M(p). 
(1.3) For every symbol Xi (i > 0) and for every pair of I/O-attributes (I, S) E 
IT( Xi), the computability statement 
$t (M(y)t-T& I=- 
FPX, R,I 
a-(T&f=& 
. I 6, , 
should be added into model M(p). Here Pxi E P is the set of productions with 
root labelled l-y Xi; T, j and 3 are propositional variables expressing the 
computability of syntax tree and sets of attributes I and S, respectively. 
(2) Model M( 591 should be set as family {M(p)},, P. 
The function visitx used in (1.3) has to be programmed as follows. 
function visitx ( gqI , . . . , gqr, t, il, . . . , i,,) 
t := descendant( t, X); 
for every p E Px do 
if prod(t) = p 
en visitx := gp( t, i, , . . . , m); 
fi; 
Cd; 
t := ancestor(t); 
end. 
In the program above, t denotes a pointer to any node of the syntax tree, prod(t) 
is a prock&qn used at node t, descendantct, X) is a pointer to the son of node t 
labelled by X and ancestor(t) is the father of node t. 
Lks mentioned above, the computational model given by Construction 6.3 describes 
the languags belonging to the same class as ANCAC. Actually, a more precise 
theorem carr be proved 113-J. 
The assertions 
antics of every syntax tree of G 59 is computable by a 
strategy ; 
(2) 5!%5 AiwAG; 
(3) on the computational model ( pO) the jbrmula k-T P -+hp,G R a’s de&la 
inference rules 
are equivalent. 
ere variable T denotes the computa 
~~tab~~~ty of t
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example, the inherited attributes of the root of a tree) and R expresses computability 
of semantics of the syntax tree. p. E P is a production in the form So + w. 
Hence an attribute evaluator for every ANtAG can be implemented by means 
of structural synthesis of programs. The semantic part of the compi!er is generated 
in two stages: finding the splittings n(X) for each symbol of grammar and construct- 
ing program G. As already noted, the first step has polynomial time complexity. 
The same is valid for the second step. Indeed, structural synthesis of 
complexity O(nr’), where n and r are, respectively, the numbers of unconditional 
and conditional computability statements in the underlying model. Let 1 be the 
maximum number of attributes associated with one symbol, m the number of symbols 
in CF-grammar and p the number of productions. Seeing that n < 21pm and r < Zp, 
we obtain complexity 0( ( Zmp)3) for the synthesis of the semantic processor. Hence, 
the class ANCAG is solvable in polynomial time. The proof of properties of AG 
in the methods suggested above is constructive: the program implementing semantics 
of a language is obtained simultaneously with the proof. 
Note that class ANCAG is larger than a conventional class of the same name. 
The reason for this is the same as in the beginning of Section 2: we require the 
computability of attributes of the root of a syntax tree. Let cWAG and cANCAG, 
respectively, denote conventional classes of well-defined and absolutely uoncircular 
attribute grammars. The structure of AG is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
entation of AG in system NUT 
In previous sections we described computability statements as formalism for 
representation of concepts and objects in different fields. Particularly, we discussed 
the models that describe attribute semantics of a language. The problem of compiler 
design from an AG was considered as a particular case of the more general program 
synthesis problem. 
The “pure logic” formulas as a programming language are suitable for knowledge 
representation inside the computer and for automatic program construction. But 
this is not a proper form for knowledge representation for humans. For this purpose, 
in the PRIZ systems, different high level input la------PC 11g;Lpa5bU are used. Problem descrip- 
tion presented in these languages is automatically translated into computational 
models and after that all manipulations with knowledge, analysis of the model, 
proof of correctness of a problem description, synthesis of programs etc., are made 
at the level of logic programming, i.e. at the level of computability statements. 
Similar trends are observed in compiler writing systems also based nn attribute 
grammars, where some high level input languages are used. Several such syste 
use some widely used rogramming languages for the grammar definition, for 
IL1 D--- 0&5+, 1 umdd 1. In rece ars, systems with specialized metalangtlages for r 
ch systems are 
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In this section we demonstrate the possibilities for AG definition in object-oriented 
language NUT [15]. 
7.1. Object-oriented language NUT 
The basic concepts of the NUT language are object and class. ‘Values, programs, 
data types etc. are objects. Objects of the same kind are joined together into some 
abstract object called class, for example, real numbers, arrays, geometric figures 
and so on. 
A problem specification in the NUT language begins with a description of classes 
of objects involved in this problem. A class is a carrier of the knowledge a 
common properties of its objects, such as the structure of objects and relations 
applicable to them, initializations of components and so on. 
Every class declaration begins with the name of the class followed by the class 
description in parentheses. The structure of an object, i.e. components of the object, 
their names and types are defined at the beginning (after the keyword var). The 
type of component can be the name of some cla There are also some predefined 
classes of objects in the NUT, these are numeric, 01, text, array and any. 
In a simple case of class specification only components are specified, for example 
point: (var X, y: ffumeriic); 
pair: (var P, Q: point; 
distance: numeric). 
The component specification may be followed by some amendment which determines 
s ome param :ters of the component, its relations with other components and so on. 
As an example, let us describe the class “scheme” of objects consisting of two pairs 
of points, where one point of the first pair is at the origin of the coordinates and 
the second #Joint coincides with the first point of the other pair. 
scheme: (var 
A: pair P = [0, 01; 
B: pair P= A.Q). 
In the more complicated cases, the description of structure r,*( i tijects is usually 
followed by relations (after the keyword relations). The relations may be represented 
by equations. For example: 
bar: (var P, Q: point; 
!, alpha: n eric; 
.x - RX = I * cos(alpha); 
Q.J.J - P. Y = 1* sin(alpha)). 
In other cases relations are represL 
merits) followed by the program in braces. 
rograms is si 
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by some specific operatois, such as creation of a new object by a given class, call 
of synthesizer, etc. For instance, the class of factorial that corresponds to the 
computational model of Example 2.2, is written in the NUT as follows. 
fact: (var n, f: numeric; 
relations 
[n +f], n +{if n =O+f:= 111 
n>O--SU l(n - E, fl); 
f:=n*fifi) 
); 
Another basic entity of the language is an object. New objects are generated 
during computations by the predefined function new. For example, bar AB with 
length 7 and angle of elevation 7r/3 will be formed by the operator 
AB:= new bar I = 7, alpha = 3.14/3; 
Components a and b ot the object X may be evaluated by the operator X.so 
pute(a, b). By this operator the NUT system attempts to synthesize a program for 
computing mentioned components and if it succeeds, the synthesized program is 
used for evafuating objects X.a and X.b. Hence, to compute 17! it is enough to write 
fl7 := new fact n := 17; 
If there are no parameters in co ute operator, the system computes values for 
all components of X which are not evaluated before. Therefore, 17! might have 
been computed by operator Jco 
The classes and objects are drawn together into packages, which are stored in 
the semantic memory (archive) of the NUT system. Usually a package contains the 
knowledge from a single field, such as geometry, electricity, etc. 
7.2. Tnamic realization of partial RAG 
Figure 5 shows the place of the NUT system in a compiler when dynamic 
realization of AG is used. System NUT itself is in the role of the semantic processor, 
some specialized parser has to be used to obtain the syntax tree in the correct form 
for rhe NUT system. 
To design the attribute evaluator for consi@+- ,,,nt partial WAG, it is desirable to 
join the classes required for language definition into a separate package. The staying 
components of this about attributes and semantic rules of 
rhe u~der~y~~g g attribute models). Pn order to co 
the semantics of the si el 0 arse tree of t 
cte 
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Fig. 5. 
The description of AG represents for every symbol X E V, the sets of attributes 
and their types. In the RAG presented in Example 3.4 the attributes are expressed 
e 
ifi ihe TWT language in the following way. 
S, P>, Parm, Parms: (var i, u, r: 
The class representing the semantic rule of production p : X0 --p X1, . . . , X,, defines 
objects with components CO, CI, . . . , Cn, corresponding to symbols X0, X, , . . . 9 Xn. 
The type of a component Cj is determined by the attributes of symbol Xi. Thus for 
Example 3.4 The classes for productions may be written as follows. 
PI: (var CO: S; C3: P~iWG; 
relations 
C0.r = C3.r; 
C0.i = C3.i; 
c0.u = c3.u; 
C0.i = CO.u/CO.m); 
P2: (var CO, C3, C5: S; 
1ICO.R = 1/C3.r+ 1/C5.r;. . .), 
To compute the semantics of the syntax tree t 
ilt a e-se 
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The syntax tree has components (elementary trees) as instances of productions, 
which together with its semantic rules indicate dependencies between attributes of 
f. So the class of the object associated with the syntax tree in Fig. 3 may be designed 
as follows 
TREE: (Nl: P6 C4 = 1; /* prod p6 is used at node n 1 */ 
/* nonterminal (number) = 1 */ 
N2: P4 Cl = Nl.CO: /* prod p4 is used at node n2 */ 
/* node n2 is father for node n 1 */ 
N3: Pl C3 = N2.CO; /* like previous ones */ 
N4: P6 C4=2; 
N5: P4 Cl = N4.CO; 
N6: P7 c4 = 0.5; 
N7: P5 Cl = NS.CO, C3 = N6.CO; 
NS: PI C3 = N7.CO; 
N9: P6 C4=2; 
NlO: P4 Cl = N9.CO; 
NH: Pl c3 = NlO.CO; 
N12: P2 C3 = N&CO, C5 = Nll.CO; 
N13: 83 C3 = N3.C0, C5 = ,V12.C0); 
The semantics of the tree described above is computed 
t := new TREE; 
pate( N 13CO); 
by the operators. 
By the operators, the system generates an object t and the corresponding computa- 
tional model M(t). The last operator imposes on the system to prove the formula 
t- +..r. t. N 13.CO by the SSR rules. 
The translation from the input language of the system into computational models 
is discussed in [12]. 
To develop a complete translator we need a proper syntax parser. Tb: output of 
the parser must be either text of class TREE or, what is more desirable, the 
corresponding model ( t) in the internal representation form used by the program 
synthesizer. In an experimental realization of RAG we used parsers generated by 
the yacc. The output of these parsers was the text described above in the NUT 
language. 
7.3. Static realization of A NCAG 
as a constructor of semantic parts of compilers 
this case we also compose classes representin 
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/ 
source / 
text / 
Fig. 6. 
preserve this splitting when attribute models are being written: 
X:(varinh,:(u,;t,,...,i,:~,); 
synt, : (s, : u, ; . . . ; sI : 14,); 
inhz: (&A, : fk+, , i, : t,); 
SYV (s,+,: u,+1;. . . , &?I); . 
where tl , t2, . l . , hl,U2.... are texts which correspondingly declare the 
attributes i, _ i2,. . ., s,, s2,. . . . 
An attribute Imodel M(p) of production p - X,, -+ Xl . . . X,, is given by 
rMp: (varX,:X,,...X,:X,; /‘* r;:ompsnents of production */ 
T: any; /* pointer to syntax tree */ 
(Semantic rules) 
I- T9 X, .inh, ---) X, .synt,J, . . . , T, X, .inh, -+ 
21 T, X,.inh,,, i i _ i T, X; .inh; )}; 
types of 
the class 
The function visit is preprogramme 
In this case the semantic processor 
O; Gr.compute(S,.synt), where pO is the 
ar 0 eft= side* 
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. Conclusion 
In this paper we hyve explained the nature of the relationship between two 
different formalisms: attribute grammars and computational models. There are two 
constructions for composing computational models equivalent o the attribute gram- 
mars studied above. We have shown that the algorithms of structural synthesis of 
programs are suitable for generating effective attribute evaluation programs. 
The development of the methods suggested abcve for re4ization of semantics 
has initiated investigations with the goal of using computational models immediately 
as specification formalism for the definition of !anguages and compilers. The pre- 
liminary results in this direction are discussed in [lo]. Our experiments, pecifying 
and implementing some aspects of languages (contextual properties and semantics) 
in the manner described here, suggest success for a project of a language im 
ing system based on these methods. 
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